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WE CONSIDER Haken manifolds
M. That is three manifolds which are compact,
irreducible, orientable, and sufficiently 1arge.S 8M may or may not be empty. This
class of 3-manifolds shares many properties with closed surfaces (# S2 or RP2). On an
algebraic level, both are examples of K(T, 1)‘s. More geometrically
the hierarchy
structure of a Haken manifold [9] is analogous to a sequence of cuts turning a surface into
a disk. With the aid of minimal surfaces we are able to find a sufficiently natural hierarchy
to establish a new similarity between Haken manifolds and surfaces. Our main theorem
is:

THEOREM. Let 0 + G :Dir(M)

be an effective orientation preserving action of a finite

group G on a Haken manifold M. Exactly one of the following two alternatives hold.
(1) There is a torus T, T = S’ or S’ x S’ or S’ X S’ X S’, and an effective action 0
of T on M in which qb imbeds.

or
(2) The induced
nontrivial.

map 4:

G + Out (w,M)

to the outer

automorphisms

of rl

is

We recall that if M is replaced by a compact surface # S2 and T = S1 or S’ X S’
then the theorem is still true and is a classical result. In fact the result for surfaces
may be proved by taking an averaged metric and analyzing the action of G on simple
closed geodesics which minimize length in their free homotopy classes. We use a
similar approach, looking at how G moves imbedded least area surfaces inside M.
We warn the reader that 4 will usually be omitted from our notation; if y E G, dy:
M + M will simply be written y; M + M.
Our starting point will be the relative imbedding theorem proved in 07 of [l].
LEMMA1. Let h: (2, 8) + (M, a) be a proper imbedding of an oriented incompressible
surface

in a Haken

manifold

M. Suppose

that 8M has non-negative

mean curvature

Supported
in part by NSF grant MCS 77-18723 A03 and the A. P. Sloan Foundation.
Sour definition differs from Jaco’s[lO] definition in that we exclude the 3-disk.
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with respect to an outward pointing normal. Then there is a smooth immersion g:
(2, a)-, (M, a), g(dZ.) = h(aZ) with area (g) 5 area (g’) for all smooth maps g’ homotopic (rel a) to h. Furthermore
ax = 0 then g is either
non-orientable

surface

g is an imbedding

an imbedding

except in the case al; is empty. If

or is a double

cover

onto

an embedded

n

Zi2.

We call a map least area (1.a.) if it is a smooth immersion with area smaller or
equal to any smooth (or piecewise smooth) map in its homotopy class. In the bounded
case we compare area only with smooth maps which are homotopic rel boundary.
Lemma 1 imbeds 1.a. surfaces; we need a disjointness result. The tool here is a
lemma of Waldhausen’s, essentially Proposition 5.4 [9]. Surfaces are to be presumed
oriented unless otherwise stated.
LEMMA

2. Suppose

Z, and x2 are properly

imbedded

incompressible

surfaces

in a

Haken manifold. Suppose Z, and & are in general position, homotopic (as maps of
pairs), and as, II a& = 0. Then for some compact surface F, there is an imbedded
submanifold

X C M, XhomeoF, x [0, 11/c x r-cxs

foraEaF,

and Osr,

~51,

&,X C & and J,X C s:, (&X = F, x 0 and &X, = F, x 1; JX = &,XJF, U d,X).

with
w

X will be called a “product region.”
The importance of Lemma 2 in the present context is that a product region X C A4
invites an exchange. Replace 2, by (2, - 8,X) U 8,X and replace Zz by (Z&- a,X) U
aOX. Clearly this exchange preserves homotopy classes and cannot fail to reduce the
area of one of the surfaces 2, or & (or at least preserve the areas of both and create a
corner which can be rounded to reduce area). This line of reasoning quickly leads to a
disjointness lemma for 1.a. surfaces. One technical point is the least area surfaces
may not be in general position. This problem is handled by making an a priori
estimate of the area E to be saved by any potential exchange. Perturb one of the maps
into general position w.r.t. the other being careful to increase its area less than E. For
details of this and the exchange argument we refer the reader to [l, 4,5]. We will be
content to state the consequent disjointness lemmas.
LEMMA 3. Let g,, g,: (2, a)+ (M, a) be proper incompressible
1.a. imbeddings into a
Haken manifold (with aM having nonnegative mean curvature). We assume that either
aZ = 0 or g,laZ and g,(aI: are disjoint imbeddings. If g, and g2 are homotopic (as maps
of pairs) then either they are disjoint or have equal images.
n

To better understand

the role of aM, consider

Propositions

I and 2.

PROPOSITION1. Let G be a finite group (G# {e}) and 4 an effective action of G on a
Haken manifold M with 4 equal to zero. Each boundary component S of M is a torus
and unless M = S’ x 0’ each boundary component is incompressible.
PROPOSITION2. Let M, G, and 4 be as above. If c C 8M is an oriented simple 8closed
curve then for all y E G, c is freely homotopic to y(c) in JM.
Proof. Let T be the boundary component containing c. Since 4 = 0 the action of G
on H,(M; 2) is trivial, it follows that B preserves each boundary component so for
all y E G, (c) T. If y: T+ T is homotopic to idr we are finished. If not y: T + T is

equivalent

to one of 4 periodic linear maps
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Thus, in the last three

inc*

cases H,(T;

Z)-

H,(M;

Z) must be an injection,

Finally suppose y acts on T by
nontrivially

-1

0

I 0 -1 I ’

inc,H,(T;

contradicting

the triviality

of 6.

Q) has rank 1 or 2 and is acted on

by 4, again a contradiction.

Proof of Proposition 1. Let S be a boundary component of M. 4 preserves S. Let
K C H,(S; Z) be the kernel induced by S C M. Clearly 4 leaves K invariant; we claim
r$ actually fixes K. To see this lift K to L C H,(M, S), thus 3JL: L+ K is an
isomorphism. Let L be the image of L in H,(M, a). The commutative diagram below
shows E is isomorphic to L.

L -K
\

s

0
\I
HAM, s,:

H,(S)

Coef. = Z

I

4 acts trivially on H,(M, a; Z) and H’(M; Z) and every x E H2(M, 8; Z) is of the form
[M, a] n (Y for
some
a E H’(M; z),
thus
the
formula
g,([M, 81 n a) =
(g,[M, a] fl g*-‘a) = [M, a] fl a shows 4 acts trivially on H,(M, 8, Z). Thus t and K
are fixed.
But 4 also fixes H,(S; Z)/K. The addition formula for traces applied to the action
of 4 on O+ K-, H,(S; Z)+H,(S;
Z)/K+O
yields: for all g E G trace 4(g)*:
N,(S; Z)+ = trace, = b, = the first Betti number of S. Consequently
the L.efschetz
number of d(g): S-, S is the Euler characteristic of S. But computing the Lefschetz
number by adding local indexes, we see that an orientation
preserving surface
automorphism of finite period must have nonnegative Lefschetz number. It follows
that S = the 2-sphere or torus. Irreducibility of M rules out S = 2-sphere.
Finally if some boundary component of M is compressible, Dehn’s lemma and
another application of irreducibility shows that A4 = S’ x D2.
n
3’. Let (M, a) be a Haken manifold with 4 as above. Suppose (M, a) has a
G-invariant metric. Let (F, a) C (M, 3) be a proper incompressible 1.a. imbedding with
aF consisting of closed geodesics each of minimum length in its free homotopy class in
aM.Forall
y~G,yF=ForyFnF=&
LEMMA

Proof. yF n F = C$follows from Lemma 3 if y(6’F) n aF = C#J.
Conversely,
argue that r(aF) = aF implies 7F = F.

we will

Suppose r(aF) = aF and rF# F. yF and F mtist have disjoint interiors or there
will be an area reducing exchange [l]. Thus the inward normals v and vy to aF inside
F and YF satisfy an inequality for all p belonging to any boundary component c of F:
angle v,(p) 5 angle (v(p), where angle refers to the dihedral angle made with the
boundary with an appropriate orientation. Since y is an isometry _f,v,(p) = I,-‘,v(p) =
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.f,v(p) showing that equality holds above for all p. But a minimal surface is determined by its boundary and inward normal over an open subset of the boundary. So
F=-yF.
To finish the proof we must show y(aF) is equal or disjoint from 8F. By
Proposition 2 y(c) is freely homotopic in aM to c. Since the boundary consists of
minimum length curves, Ci, an exchange argument shows that for each i, yci = ci or yci
ci = 0. If one alternative holds for ci and the other for cj a contradiction is obtained
from the preceding integral argument.
I
Note. Unless otherwise constructed, we will always assume that the boundary of a
properly imbedded surface is a closed loop minimizing length in its free homotopy
class in 8 (3-manifold).
Aside. If M is closed, 2 = H3(M; 2) = H3(7rl(M); 2). Since 4 is trivial the induced action on group cohomology is trivial. Thus 6, automatically
acts through
orientation preserving maps. We point out that this assumption is not superfluous
when aM# 4. Consider D* x S’ = ((2, s)]z, s)lz, s E C, 1.r I 1, IsI = 1) with ZZ acting by
(2, s)-+ (2, s).
We begin the proof of the theorem.
We note (1) implies that (2) is false; the action of a connected
on outer automorphisms
of 7rl. Thus to prove the theorem,
remainder of the proof that (2) is false, i.e. that G $7r,M)
proceed to construct the torus action Cp.

group must be trivial
we assume for the
is the zero map. We

We suppose that A4 has been given a G-invariant Riemannian metric with JM
having non-negative
mean curvature. As M is Haken, we can find an oriented
incompressible surface H: Z + M. Using Lemma 1 we find a 1.a. map homotopic to h.
Let F C it4 denote the image of this 1.a. map. Either F C M is homotopic to h or is a
nonorientable
surface covered by a map homotopic to h. In either case let f:
I: --, F C M be the 1.a. map. Let G(F) denote the orbit of F under G.
PROPOSITION

3.

In the case that F is nonorientable,

that is F = X/Z?, we have

G(F) = F.
Proof. Since Lemma 3 does not apply as stated to nonorientable surfaces we pass
to the cover fi determined by h*r,(X, *) = h,rr,(Z) C m,(M). It follows from Corollary
VII, 12 [J] that ti is homeomorphic to Z x R union limit points.t Clearly f lifts to an
imbedding f: X + fi. Since G acts trivially on Out(alM), for each y E G, there is an
arc (Y in M from f(*) to yof(*) such that (r conjugates, in the fundamental groupoid,
f*(r,(X, *)) to (yof),(rr,(Z, *)). Such (Y is not necessarily unique up& homotopy (rel.
endpoints). However, a choice of such an a determines akfting yof: Z + %f of yof.
Since Gkfinite
we may find a real number n and lifts yof for all y E G such that
covering
are local
projections
image
yof C Z x [- N, N] C Z x R C i% Since
isometries, all the e
have equal area and all are freely homotopic. Lemma 3 implies
that any two lifts y,of and Ff are either equal or disjoint.
Let i@ be the cover associated to r,(F) C r,M and p: M --, i@ the 2-fold covering
projection.
By the method above, the inclusions yF C M lifts to a. For each
y E Gp(zZ)
is two to one onto its image; Ff(2)
is invariant under the covering
involution. But a(Z)
separates M and the covering involution interchanges the
Whortly,

we will see that in this case M = Z

x

R.
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components of M-z(Z).
It follows
projecting, we see that G(F) = E
PROPOSITION4. If F is orientabfe,

that all 77(Z)
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have the same image. Now
n

then G(F) = (F = F&.

iF,,-,

a disjoint union

of n parallel copies of F where n/lGI.
Proof. Our hypothesis G +Out(r,M)
is zero implies that there is a free homotopy
of the l-skeleton of Fi taking SK’(Fi) 1 - 1 onto SK’(Fj) for all i and j. Since M is a
K(rr,(M), 1) we may extend over the top cell. Thus Fi and fi are freely homotopic for
all I I i, j I n. Disjointness follows from Lemma 2.
Any two surfaces e and 5, i# j form the boundary of a submanifold Xi,j C M
which is homeomorphic
to F x [0, 11. In other words, Fi and Fi are parallel. TO see
this consider the covering space finl(F). The inclusions Fi C M and Fj C M lift into
F x R C M”l(‘) and are disjoint incompressible
surfaces there. It follows from §3[9]
that any lifts of Fi and 6 are parallel in A al(F). Fix the lift pj of Fi and choose the lift
gj of Fj (there is more than one choice) SO that no other lift of Fj lies between pi and
& With fl and 5 so chosen the product region will map 1 - 1 under the covering
projection. Call the image Xi.h The order of the stabilizer of F is the integer IG]/n.
n
We call an element y E G passive (more preciseiy passive on an incompressible
surface F with respect to the action 4) if yF = F and there is a homotopy of pairs h,:
(M, F)+(M, F) with ho= 4(y) and hl = id cM,Fj.Frxrng
* ’
F (and of course 4) we denote
the subgroup of passive elements of P C G. We will call y E G actioe if it is not
passive.
Note. The homotopy h, which carries the transformation
of a passive element
4(y) to the identity can itself be altered by a homotopy (rel. (M, F) X (0,1)) so as to
respect the complement
M - F. We call such a homotopy,
h,: (M; F, M - F)+
(M; F, M - F) “prepared”. The alteration takes a hierarchy (6) for M beginning with
F = F,, and inductively moves h,JF, off F. The details are given in the proof of Lemma
7.2 [9].
PROPOSITION5. In the case that F is nonorientable

and F = Z/Z,, we have P = G.

Proof. Let y E G. Then by Proposition 3, there is a homotopy H from idr to yJF
where H runs through M. Let P be the boundary of a regular neighborhood of F.
Then P is an orientable incompressible surface in M. By Proposition 6.5 [2] H may be
homotoped relative to its boundary to make H-‘(F) a closed incompressible
surface
J c F x I. But since the normal bundle of J is trivial, the classification
of incompressible surfaces in (surface x 1)[9] forces .I = 4. Thus the modified H lies in
interior (reg. neib. F) and may be compressed into F.. Since the inclusion induces an
injection r,(M - F)+ a,(M), G induces the identity on w,(M - F). It follows by a
standard argument that H extends to M x I. The proposition follows.
H
A torus action will refer to an effective

action of {e}, S’, S’ x S’, or S’ x S’ x S1.

LEMMA 6. Let F C M be an oriented incompressible
1.a. surface in a Haken
manifold with a finite group G acting by 4 and with 6: G+Out(7r,M)
equal to zero.
Suppose that some element of G is active on F. Then there is an orientation
preserving periodic map u: F + F such that M is diffeomorphic to the mapping torus
M = F x [0, 11/(x, 0) - ((T(X), 1). Furthermore (M, G, 4) is constrained by the following
TOP Vol. 22. No. 2-E
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classification:

Case 1. Ff torus, annuius or disk.
P = {e), G is cyclic, d, imbeds in a circle action.
Case 2. F = torus hut a+ idF.
Equivalently, A4 is a torus bundle over S’ different from T3. P = {e}, G is cyclic, 4
imbeds in a circle action.
Case 3. F = torus, an~u~us, or disk, c = idF (i.e. M = T3 or TZ x I, or S’ x D’).
P = Stabilizer (F) = St(F) and +jP imbeds in a torus action c~. G is a central cyclic
extension

of P with quotient map G $GIF.

(a) If rr is split by s: G/P -+ G let s(generator) = y, y is an active element
generating a direct summand C of G. Then +(C imbeds in a circle action which
commutes with a. Thus G imbeds in the torus action (Y@ @: T, @ Tp --*DifI”(A4).
(b) If v is not split then there is a y E G and a circle action p commuting with CT
and containing &l(r). a @/3 has a finite kernel K and # imbeds in QI@p/K:
T,@T,,, +Diff’(M).
Note. Lemma 6 completes the proof of the theorem in the case that some oriented
incompressible surface 2 C A4 is homotopic to a least area imbedding F C F for which
some y E G is active.
Proof of Lemma 6. Consider first the case G is cyclic of order m, G =
{e, y, . . . t y”-I}. y: M + M is homotopic to idM. Let Hi be a homotopy of y to id,,, and
let Gi be the lift to fi = MrrlF x I. We have a commutative diagram:

Let T be the restrictions of A to the end covering 7. Let p be a fixed lift of F and
let B be the product region B C &? bounded by PII $?
Let k - 1 be the number of components
of P-‘(G(F)) C interior B. Establish
coordinates
B = F x [O, k] on B so that P(F x integer)C (G(F)). Translation
by
powers of q establishes coordinates
on 8% = F x R. For some integer r dividing
km F x [0, T] C &f is a fundamental domain for p:& + M. That is F X [0, r]/(x, 0) (g(x), r) = A4 = F x R/(x, t) - (g(x), t + r) for some isotopy class [g] of self maps of E
We claim gkmlris homotopic to the identity. To see this take the product structure
on F x [O, r] and extend using the covering translations of P:d+
A4 to a product
structure E on F x [0, km]. This can differ from the existing structure 6 on F x [O, km]
only by an isotopy. Using P to identify F = 0 and F x mk with F C M, the structures
E and S each give rise to an automorphism
(5 and, 8 resp.) of F. Z = gkm” and
& = y”’ = 0. Since Z is isotopic to 8 the claim follows.
By Nielsen’s theorem we now choose u from the isotopy class [gl so that
lrm”
= 1. Using o as a monodromy map it is now easy to build a Seifert fibered model
u
for (M, G) and construct an equivalent diffeomorphism.
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Set 2 = F x [0, r]/a. Let S’ be the circle of circumference
km (i.e. R/, mZ); S’ has
a natural action on ti by translation in the second coordinate. We denote by G the
cyclic subgroup of S’ of order m (i.e. the integral multiples of k in S’). Our claim is
that the pairs (M, G) and (u, d) are equivariantly diffeomorphic. The diffeomorphism
(x,Ik)(xEFC
M) of G(F)C M with the
extends the identifications:
y’(x)equivalence class [F x integers] C a. A necessary verification is: For all integers 4 if
1, + Iz = 1x+ qm then:
y’l+“(x)c*

(x, (1, + 12)k) = (x, f3k + qmk) = (cT-~~“‘~(x), 1:) = (x, 1:)~

#3(x).

Let Ci C M be a product region bounded by F’#F. Among these choose C with
minimum volume (equivalently such that interior C n G(F) = 0), call 8C = F/I y’F. It
follows from our mapping cylinder description of M that for some integer la’/F:
F + F and y’/F: F + y’F will be homotopic as maps into C (this integer will later be
defined as a “length of homotopy”).
Now establish a product structure on C,
C g F x [0, l] C ti with product lines connecting
ant diffeomorphism

is:

y’(C)L
n
M

(T’(X) to y’(x). The desired equivari-

’

c--_, F x [0, l]

translation

* F x [ik, ik + l]
fl
I%.

Case 1. As remarked in the introduction, for surfaces ( # S*) homotopically trivial
finite actions imbed in torus actions. Since Ff torus, annulus, or disk, F has no circle
action and hence no homotopically trivial finite action. Thus P = {e}. Thus it is only
necessary to show that G is cyclic. Let y E G -{e}. We know that y/F is homotopic
to idF if the homotopy is permitted to travel through M. Proposition 6.5 121 allows us
to homotope H (rel. h,lh,) so that H is transverse to G(F) C M and WIG(F)
=
are disjoint parallel copies of F, horizontal in the product
FxO_llFxl~F’,...,~F’
structure. (For the last part of this statement use Lemma 3.1[9]: incompressible
surfaces in surface x I are boundary parallel.) Each F’, . . . , Fr, F X 0, and F X 1 has
an associated sign 2. A further homotopy of H allows us to assume that sign
(F x 0) = - sign (F x 1). Call a homotopy H with the above properties “good”. Define
the “length homomorphism”
1: G + Z/qrZ’ by I(r) = the number of components of
H-‘(G(F))
counted according to sign where H is a good homotopy from ylF to idF.
As before r is the number of components of G(F); q is the order of B. There are, of
course, homotopies from eJF = idF to idF with length equal to any integral multiple of
qr (the length of H being naturally defined as an integer); this accounts for the
indeterminacy = qrZ.
Only a passive element yE G can have 1(r) = 0. This is because a homotopy H
from yJF to idF can be cut and pasted to eliminate an adjacent pair of surfaces carrying
opposite signs. If I(y) = 0 this leads to a compression of H into F, H’: F x I + F.
Since -y/M - F = id,,._F, a standard argument extends H’ over M x I. Hence y is
passive. Consequently 1 is an injection and G is cyclic.
Case 2. A periodic map of the torus # identity is fixed point free if and only if it is
homotopic to the identity. Since a+ idF, the fixed point set of (+, Fix U, is nonempty. If
y E P then the mapping cylinder description of M yields a4(r) = 9(r)a
as maps
F + F. By the note preceding Lemma 6, u will also commute with a good homotopy to
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i&, 4,(r). Thus Fix u must be invariant under 4,(y). Fix (T is discrete so 4(y) = &,(y)
must fix each x E Fix u.
By continuity in t, Fix (TC Fix 4,(y) for all values of t 0 5 t 5 1. In particular
b(y): F-, F must have a fixed point. Since 4(y) is periodic and homotopic to idF we
have y = e and p = {e}.
The rest of Case 2 follows from Case 1.
Case 3. Let y E St(F). Choose a good homotopy H of y to idF. Since the
monodromy u is homotopic to idF, H may be cut and pasted to compress H into F.
Ultimately this process results in a compression of H into F, showing that y E P.
To understand
LEMMA

the action of P on M we need:

7. Let F = T2 or S’ X I. Let (N;

to (F x I: F x0,

F x 1). Suppose

a’N,

E: P +Diff’(N)

group and that the action is homotopicafly
there are (possible
periodic)
coordinates

8-N)

be a 3-manifold

is an effective

diffeomorphic

action

trivial (i.e. E: P +Out(m,F)
on a’N so that the action

of a finite

is zero).
on a’N

Then
is by

diffeomorphism

translation

and a product

simply a product
arranged
prescribed

Fx

so that

N -

a’N

of the action on 8’N with I. Furthermore
the map

+equivariant

1 (xxO+xx

structure

a+N -&-N

diffeomorphism

obtained

x I so that the action

on N is

this product

may be

by following

(in the homotopy

structure

product

class determined

lines

is any

by F x 0 +

1)).

Note. The verification
of the Smith conjecture
and recent work of Meeks[3]
suggests that all finite (orientation preserving) group actions on orientable surface x I
may be product actions.

The proof of Lemma 7 is deferred until Lemma 6 is complete.
By the classical result the action of’P on F imbeds in a torus action (Y=on F. This
action is by translations.
Let the conclusion of Lemma 7 determine a product
structure on M- (= M cut along F) which is equivariant with respect to the action of
P on M- and in which (T is the map r identifying ends of product lines. This product
structure can be used to extend a= to a torus action a- on M-. Identifying by u we
have the action (Yon M.
Assume Pf G, we must show G is a central cyclic extension of P. Let F = F0 and
let F, by characterized among F,, . . . , F,-1 by volume X,,, I vol XO.k,2 I k I n - 1. Let
y E G satisfy yFO = F,. {ykFo, 0 5 k % r - 1) = {F,, . . . , F,_,} for otherwise some F;
would divide some translate ykX ,,, into two pieces Y and 2 with 8Y = ykFolFi and
a2 = 411 yk+‘FO. Now volume yek( Y) < volume X0,, so F0 and ~~~(6) bounds a smaller
volume than F0 and F,, a contradiction.
The action of P preserves the various volumes {Volume X0.,} so P leaves each
ykFo = Fk invariant. It follows that P is normal in G and that G/P is isomorphic to
z/rz. USiI'Ig Lemma 7 find a d/P-equivariant
product structure on each Xk,k+Iso that
r(x) = y(x) for x E 4. By construction
of (r the product structures are also (Yequivariant. Let p E P x E Fo, p-'y-'PAX)
= p-‘K’p~(x)
= p-‘p~‘~(x)
= x. So F,,
hence M is fixed by the above commutator. Thus y E Z(P), the centralizer of P. The
Cide
action /3 is constructed by following the parameterized product lines in Xk,k+l./3
commutes with a since these product lines are cy-equivariant. Thus we may construct
QOB
the product action T,@T, Diff’( M).
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Case 3(a) occurs if and only if y’ = e. If y’f e we must divide T,@T, by the
subgroup
((y’, - yr))
to
obtain
an
effective
action
a:
skew-diagonal
48
Diff’(M)
in which
4 imbeds.
(The embedding
G+
T,OT,l(r’,
- Y’)T,@T,/( yr. - yr) may be defined unambiguously
and sending g + (inclusion,p, inclusion,yk).)
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
ADDENDUM

6. Retain the hypothesis of Lemma 6 and assume Mf 0. Also
to aM is already embedded in a torus action. Then the embedding

TO LEMMA

assume 4 restricted

into 0 which we construct
Proof

by writing g E G as g = p * -yk, p E P

may be chosen

to extend the embedding

of actions on aM.

of Addendum.

The proof differs from the absolute case only when M =
S’ x (S’ x I) and u -- id: S’ x I + S’ x I. Here we need a version of Lemma 7, Lemma
7’, which gives a relative product structure for finite actions on (F x I, equivariant
product structure on aF x I). Instead of isotoping o to idF isotope it (rel. (aF) x I) to
some rotation (in the G-averaged metric) on F. (T will commute with the torus
(= circle) action a= on F so an extension to cx is obtained. Otherwise the argument is
the same.
n

Proof of Lemma 7 for F = T2. Let N be a given G-invariant metric in which mean
curvature 8N 2 0 (see [S]). Find two simple closed curves r+, s+ C 8’N each an
absolute minimum for length in its free homotopy class and meeting in one point. Any
homotopic r+’ also of minimum length must be equal (set wise) to rf or disjoint,
similarly for s+. Since the action is homotopically trivial the free homotopy classes of
r+ and s+ are preserved. Thus y(r+) = r+ (setwise), or y(r+) rl r+ = 4, similarly for s+.
The orbit P(r’ U s+) is a lattice of circles. Let D be a rectangular domain in F, interior
D fl P(r’ u s+) = 0 and 8F = arcs of P(r’ U s+). D is a fundamental domain for the
action of P on 8’N. The required P-equivariant
diffeomorphism
with an action by
translation is obtained by smoothly identifying D with the fundamental domain of
translation group Z/kZ@Z/lZ when k is the number of lines of P(s’ U r+) meeting s+
and 1 is the number of such lines meeting r+.
Similarly consider r-, s- C 8-N in the same free homotopy class (in N) as r and s
(resp.). Let r, s be immersed annuli (for existence, see [SY]) having minimum area with
respect to the constraints as = s+ U s-, ar = r+ U r-. By [I] r and s are imbedded. By
an exchange argument, given explicitly in [l], r rl s = one imbedded arc. (The
argument cited above applies to tori, Klein bottles, and annuli in Haken manifolds. In
this case the exchange argument can be done by hand; one must show that any
additional curves of intersection give rise to exchanges of subsurfaces which reduce
the area of either r or s.) Similarly P(r) and P(s) are disjoint unions of annuli.
P(r U s) is topologically just P(r’ U s+) X I. A fundamental domain for the action E
consists of the closure of a connected component W of N - P(r U s).This domain has
the structure of D x I. Any such product structure which satisfies the appropriate
condition (if for some y E P and x E a@‘, y(x) E aw then x and y(x) must have the
diffeo

same

second

coordinate

under

w-

D x I)

determines

a

P-equivariant

homeomorphism
to a product action on F x I. With a little care, corners at P(r U s)
can be avoided and the P-equivariant
map is a diffeomorphism.
Suppose f: 8-N + a-N is a P-equivariant map and f = id,-N then f covers g in the
commutative diagram:
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a-N -h-N
/PI-fold cover

IPI-fold cover
i

I

The diagram on the fundamental group level shows that g, carries a subgroup of index
IPI isomorphically to a subgroup of index IPI. It follows that g, is an isomorphism and
that g is isotopic to the identity. The resulting P-equivariant isotopy of f to id,-, can
be used to change the product structure in a collar of 8-N to achieve the final
n
requirement of Lemma 7.
We state and prove the stronger relative version of Lemma 7 for F = S’
LEMMA

7’. Let F = S’ x I and N and

aoN = aN -(d+N

U

has

a-N)

l

a product

be as in Lemma
structure,

A:

7. Further
aoN-

x I.

suppose

diffeomorphism

that

8F X I,

which is equivariant with respect to E. Then there is an interval valued and a periodic
coordinate on 8’N so that l on 8’N acts by translation of the periodic coordinate.
Also there is a p-equivariant
N = a+N X I as a product)
can be chosen

product

structure N

diffeomorphism
l

8’N

x I (E acts on

extending the structure on given aoN. The map a’N 2

to be any P-equivariant

diffeomorphism

extending

a(a’N)2

d-N

a(~N).

Proof of Lemma 7’. Give N a P-averaged metric in which aoN, a+N, and KN are
flat and aoN meets J+N U a-N is a right dihedral angle. Let I, and l2 be any two
product structure lines in different components of aoN. Let r+(r) be a minimum
length arc in J’(KN) joining the upper (lower) endpoints of I, and 12. Since P acts
freely on a(a’N)y(r’)
and r’ meet only in their interiors, for ef y E P. Since y has
finite order an intersection
argument shows that the total sign of such interior
intersections is zero. The usual exchange argument shows that r+ is disjoint from (r-).
Similarly r- n y(r) = 0. As in the proof of Lemma 7 the closure of a component of
a’N - P(r+) is a fundamental domain D and can be used to establish coordinates on 3’N.
Set c = I, U l2 U r* U r-. The metric assumption on the boundary enable us to find
an imbedded solution d [4] to the Plateau problem determined by c. By[5] yd n d = 4.
The closure of a connected component E of N-G(d)
can be given the structure
diffeomorphism
E

+ D

x

I. In addition

to the constraints

occurring

in the proof of

Lemma 7 we must require that this structure extend the P-equivariant
structure
induced on &ON. Under the action of P this structure on J? generates the desired
n
P-equivariant
structure on N. The last assertion is proved as in Lemma 7.
We complete the proof of our theorem by applying Lemma 6 and its addendum to
a hierarchy for M. Recall the minimal imbedded surface F(F = Z or Z/Z,). If there is
some y E G which is active on F we are finished by Proposition 5 and the note
following Lemma 6. Assume not, G(F) = F and P = G. Set M, = the compact “M cut
along F.” 6 acts by 4, on M, and the action a#~, of G on aM, imbeds in a. torus action
a,@. a,@ is equivariant w.r.t. the regluing of aM, to form M. Fix this imbedding.
LEMMA 8. The action c$, of G on M, is homotopically
Out( r, M) is zero.

trivial., That

is 6,: +

HOMOTOFICALLY TRIVIAL
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Proof. Since P = G, to each y E C there is a prepared homotopy h, as constructed
in the note preceding Lemma 6. These homotopies can be restricted to M - F =r M,.
n
Hence 4,(r): M, + MI is homotopic to the identity. The lemma follows.
We apply Lemma 8 and Propositions I and 2 to M,.
Let T be a torus in a&f,. For homological reasons there is a simple closed curve
a c T which is part (or all) of the boundary of a surface F’ C M, with 3F’ fl T = a.
We may arrange that F is incompressible and boundary incompressible. Geometrically
we may assume w.1.o.g. that JF’ consist of geodesic loops which are minimal in their
free homotopy (in &VU,)classes and that F’ has least area (by Lemma 1) among all
smooth surfaces in its homotopy class (aF’ fixed by the homotopy).
We have two cases: (1) there is some y E G which is active on F’, (2) P, = G. In
case (1) the proof is completed by using the addendum to Lemma 6. Extend the
imbedding of a,4 in a,@ to an imbedding of 4, in a torus action 0, on M,. Reglue to
construct 4 C Q, acting on M.
Case 2 can only occur if F’ = S’ X I or 0’. E;’ = D* is only possible if MI = S’ X D2;
we call this the final case. If F’ = D* X I and G IS
* passive on F’ form I& by cutting along
8”. The two cases again present themselves but we have reduced the number of
boundary components by 1. Eventually we must either arrive at a surface F’ c A4; for
which there is an active element or come to the final case. If there is a y E G which is
active on F’ then as we found for i = 1, the action of G on Mj can be imbedded in a torus
action (Lemnia 6 and addendum) in such a way that reglueing along the hierarchy to form
M preserves the torus action.
The final case is F’ = D’, Mi = S’ X D2, Mi+, = D3. The action #i+l of G on M;+,
preserves the decomposition
of 8D3 as aD3 = D? U S’ x I U D! so &+, must be a
cyclic action. It is a standard cyclic action on 8D3. By the solution of Smith
conjectureDI
&.+, is standard on (D3, 2D3). Thus ai+$ will be a standard circle action
on D3. As before reglue to obtain Cp.
n
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